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“When Soldiers are engaged in hand-to-hand combat, they acquire new information about combatives. These lessons must be captured and analyzed so that the Modern Army Combatives Program (MACP) evolves to fit the needs of Soldiers.”

— Field Manual (FM) 3-25.150, Combatives

Technologically advanced weapons may define modern warfare, but when Soldiers close with and destroy the enemy, hand-to-hand combat can become a brutal reality. Defined as “a physical confrontation between two or more persons using empty-hand fighting or weapons that cannot fire,” hand-to-hand combat occurs more often than one would expect on the battlefield of today.¹ In one study, nearly a quarter (189 out of 876) of Soldiers from an infantry brigade in the 3rd Infantry Division reported engaging in hand-to-hand combat during an eight-month deployment to Iraq.² Additionally, an analysis of Army after action reports (AARs) between 2004 and 2008 found 19 percent of Soldiers (216 out of 1,226) reported using combatives skills during combat deployments.³ Preparing Soldiers for the demands of hand-to-hand combat is more challenging than ever.

The Army faces more training requirements than time available to train.⁴ Leaders and instructors must look for information to make training more effective and efficient so that when training takes place Soldiers get the maximum benefit. Combat feedback — lessons learned from Soldiers’ experiences on the battlefield — is one such source of information. Combatives instructors are a group of Soldiers well placed to provide combat feedback that improves training for hand-to-hand combat.

Previous combat feedback interviews with Soldiers about fighting in hand-to-hand combat suggest the mental aspects are important for success in such encounters.⁵ Additionally, interviewed Soldiers discussed the automatic nature of their fighting skills, the need to adapt to unexpected circumstances, and the need to conduct large amounts of training in hand-to-hand combat.⁶ These topics are useful areas to ask instructors for combat feedback that improves training effectiveness.

The purpose of this article is to review the lessons learned from a combat feedback survey completed by combatives instructors and based on their responses offer recommendations for combatives training.

After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval, 27 combatives instructors completed a questionnaire on combatives at the 2012 Annual Combatives Instructor Symposium. The average age of the instructors was 35.41 years with an average of 12.19 years of military service.⁷ Nineteen were Level 4 Army Combatives instructors with an average of 4.46 years as an instructor.⁸ The remaining individuals were Level 3 (six instructors) and Level 2 (two instructors). Of those surveyed, 74.07 percent indicated experience in combat operations and 33.33 percent indicated experience using combatives skills during combat operations. The questionnaire asked about instructors’ beliefs on several areas of performance and mental skills associated with success in both training for and performance during a hand-to-hand combat encounter during combat operations. Findings about success in combatives training are available in a separate article.⁹ This article details instructors’ beliefs on the mental skills and training principles important for success in the use of combatives during a combat situation.

SURVEY FINDINGS

Training Time

Instructors were asked about the minimum number of hours of combatives training needed for a Soldier to be effective in a combat environment. The instructors reported an average of 79.69 hours.¹⁰ However, without any prompt, 13 instructors wrote more than the minimum number of hours and offered their views on the number of hours that should be trained each week, month, or year. From these instructors, the average regular training believed necessary for combat proficiency was 4.46 hours per week.¹¹ The instructors were then asked to rate (on a scale of 1-7, with 1 representing “not important” and 7 representing “very important”) the importance of fighting skills being automatic and a second question on the importance of fighting skills being adaptable during combat operations. Instructors believed that fighting skills should be automatic and adaptable.¹² Further, 48.15 percent of instructors believed it was “very important” for fighting skills to be automatic, and 81.48 percent believed it was “very important” that fighting skills are adaptable.


Psychological Factors

Next, instructors rated the importance of psychological factors for success when using combatives skills in a combat setting. Psychological factors are thoughts, feelings, and mental characteristics that impact the attitude, behavior, and functions of the mind. Results revealed psychological factors were viewed as important with 74.07 percent of instructors rating psychological factors as “very important” (a score of 7 on a scale of 1-7). The instructors were next asked how well the MACP prepares Soldiers for the psychological demands of hand-to-hand combat in combat operations. The average rating by instructors was 5.44 with 29.63 percent of instructors of hand-to-hand combat in combat operations. However, it should be noted that even items viewed as least important received relatively moderate ratings.

Table 1: Importance Ratings of Mental Skills for Determining Success in a Hand-to-Hand Combat Encounter during Combat Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental Skill</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Average Rating on Scale of 1-7</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>% of Instructors that Rated as Very Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress Control</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>81.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Toughness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>85.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Aggression</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-discipline</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention-Concentration</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>51.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-mission Mental Preparation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Control</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>51.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the chaos and unpredictability of combat, Soldiers may need to apply their skills against a wide range of scenarios and opponents. Combatives skills trained with only an “action-reaction” teaching method can build muscle memory — but not necessarily the capability to adjust quickly to unexpected demands. Adaptability refers to the expertise to apply a skill in different performance settings. For example, a Soldier may practice a rear-naked choke in training but must also adapt this combatives technique to the challenges of wearing body armor during application in a combat setting. Training fighting skills that are both automatic and adaptable requires a mixture of different practice schedules.

Lesson Learned #1: Regular combatives training — in short sessions totaling approximately 4.5 hours per week — is important for preparing Soldiers to succeed in a hand-to-hand combat encounter.
this type of practice to prepare them to make a shot against an active opponent during regular play. Therefore, once basic competence of fundamental combatives techniques and movements are established through a block practice schedule, a Soldier should begin training in varied and random practice schedules.

A varied practice schedule has a Soldier practicing the same fundamental technique but doing so under continuously different challenges. For example, a varied schedule for practicing a double-leg takedown might require a Soldier to practice each repetition against a different opponent or have the opponent regularly change his stance and position. A varied practice schedule builds both the relative timing pattern of a technique and the Soldier’s ability to adapt to a changing pattern. Through a varied practice schedule, a Soldier “... learns the rules for performing variations of a fundamental pattern, including new variations they might try to produce in a future...” hand-to-hand combat encounter.

A random practice schedule is the third training method to develop automatic and adaptable fighting skills. In a random practice schedule, a Soldier practices several fundamentally different combatives skills in a random order (instructor is aware of the order but not the Soldier). In some instances, the same fighting technique is never performed twice in a row. For example, a Soldier may practice a variety of combatives techniques and movements (e.g., punches, knee strikes, take downs, etc.) that are randomly called out by an instructor. Another example of a random schedule is presenting a Soldier with realistic hand-to-hand combat scenarios where an opponent presents randomly different challenges (e.g., striking attacks, grappling attacks, etc.) that require very different and distinct responses from the Soldier. Soldiers may struggle with performance during random practice training, but the challenging demands of this schedule enhance learning and performance in later scenarios — such as combat.

Giving a Soldier’s combatives skills the best chance to function automatically and in an adaptable manner during a combat engagement is facilitated by focusing on the opponent. Science is quite clear that an external focus is preferable to an internal focus when executing well-learned physical skills. For example, Soldiers should focus on their opponent rather than the execution of any part of their own foot placement and the leg movement associated with a kick (i.e., external focus) rather than focusing on their own foot placement and the leg movement associated with a kick (i.e., internal focus). Experienced individuals can actually sabotage their automatic skills by putting their focus on the mechanics of skill execution rather than external cues. In other words, Soldiers can become too focused on the mechanics of their own actions; methodically thinking through mechanics can physically slow you down.

Lesson Learned #2: In concert with the crawl-walk-run training method, combatives training can build muscle memory and adaptability through block, varied, and random practice schedules. Block practice involves practicing techniques under the same conditions until a basic understanding is formed and the skill requires little thought to execute. Varied practice refers to practicing a combatives technique under a wide range of conditions — forcing Soldiers to modify their techniques to the different challenges presented by an opponent. Random practice demands Soldiers use a continuously changing set of different combatives skills to solve hand-to-hand combat scenarios. During a combat situation, automatic and adaptable combative skills are best performed when Soldiers keep focused on their opponent rather than the execution of any particular skill.

Psychological Factors or Mental Skills

A large majority of the surveyed instructors believed psychological aspects play a very important role in a Soldier’s success during hand-to-hand combat. Although instructors were less supportive that MACP prepared Soldiers for the psychological demands of hand-to-hand combat, there was still a fairly strong belief that MACP prepared Soldiers sufficiently. Of the 23 mental skills considered, stress control, confidence, and mental toughness were viewed as three of the most important for success in hand-to-hand combat. Stress control is defined as the ability to adjust your mental and physical intensity (i.e., fight or flight response) to the level that helps you perform at your best in a given situation. Confidence is the collection of beliefs and thoughts a person has about their ability to successfully perform in a particular situation. Mental toughness is defined as the "psychological edge that enables you to: generally cope better than your opponents with the many demands... specifically, be more consistent and better than your opponents in remaining determined, focused, confident, and in control under pressure.”

Reactions to stress — whether in combat or not — include both the physical and the mental. Some physical reactions to stress include increases in breathing, heart rate, and muscle tension. Fearful emotions, racing thoughts, and tunnel vision are examples of some of the mental reactions to stress. Perhaps the most important lesson about the physical and mental characteristics of stress is that they are normal reactions to challenging and dangerous situations. Soldiers interviewed about their experiences of hand-to-hand combat agreed that a high level of physical and mental intensity accompanies fighting. Developing an acceptance that some amount of physical and mental reaction to stress is normal can help in keeping stress from overwhelming a Soldier. Two skills that can further safeguard performance during highly stressful situations and can be incorporated into combatives training are an external focus and tactical breathing.

As mentioned earlier for enabling automatic and adaptable skills, an external focus is also a useful skill to keep stress from impacting performance. When engaged in hand-to-hand combat, Soldiers should continually focus their attention on their opponent and the tactics necessary to win. Physical and mental reactions to stress can distract a Soldier’s focus — pulling attention inward to muscle tension or fearful thoughts — but continually refocusing on an opponent and key performance
cues needed to win are ways to control stress. One method to teach Soldiers how to remain externally focused during combat is using the phrase “What’s Important Now” (WIN). Using WIN can quickly remind Soldiers to keep their focus to the performance cues most relevant to their situation. For example, a Soldier using combatives skills during a close quarters battle situation can become distracted by fearful thoughts or an increased breathing rate. Focusing on the WIN phrase can rapidly shift a Soldier’s focus from distracting stress reactions to the demands of the task at hand: defeating an opponent in hand-to-hand combat. As with any skill, WIN requires practice and integration into existing combatives training. With regular practice, Soldiers can quickly and efficiently identify the most important factors for success in a hand-to-hand combat setting and keep their attention focused on those factors in the face of distractions.

Self-controlled breathing is a set of techniques to manage stress in a wide variety of situations and found in a many disciplines including sports, yoga, and martial arts. Breathing techniques used to control stress immediately before, during, or after a highly threatening performance situation are termed “tactical breathing.” Defined as deliberate, conscious breathing usually with a Soldier inhaling for a four-count and exhaling for a four-count, tactical breathing has been taught to Soldiers during MACP training and recommended to help Soldiers stay focused during vehicle route clearance. Recent research suggests Soldiers with training in tactical breathing managed their stress better during a simulated emergency than Soldiers without similar training. Tactical breathing assists a Soldier in coping with both physical and mental aspects of stress.

Physically, tactical breathing replicates a low-stress breathing pattern that aims to decrease the intensity level of other physical characteristics (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, muscle tension, etc.). For example, tactical breathing seeks to decrease the shaking in arms or “frozen” legs from excessive muscle tension under stress. Mentally, the deliberate and conscious aspects of tactical breathing create a sense of control for a Soldier that can be missing during a highly stressful situation. Tactical breathing can be easily incorporated into existing training and used by Soldiers in a variety of performance situations.

Perhaps the most important aspect of using tactical breathing is that — just like any combatives skill — it must be practiced and taught to be useful in a combat situation. Additionally, this type of skill may not be as useful while fully engaged with an opponent in a hand-to-hand combat encounter. For example, Soldiers in the middle of trading punches with an opponent may not find it advantageous to shift their attention from their opponent to their tactical breathing skill. At these performance moments, Soldiers should keep their attention fully on the demands of their opponent and the tactics needed for winning.

Tactical breathing is best leveraged during windows of time between performance events and executing skills. For example, before Soldiers enter a room during close quarters battle they may take a moment to use tactical breathing to lower their physical and mental intensity to the optimal level for performance. Stacked with fellow Soldiers on a wall outside the room — waiting for a signal from the leader to enter — a Soldier can take a moment to inhale and exhale in a controlled, deliberate manner. It is also possible to use tactical breathing in very small gaps in time during performance. An example from sport is the motocross athlete who takes just one deep, controlled, tactical breath while in air during the highest jump on a race track to relax and refocus on his tactics. Soldiers in hand-to-hand combat, after achieving a clinch with an opponent, could use tactical breathing very briefly to lower their extreme level of physical intensity and refocus mentally on the demands of their opponent.

Lesson Learned #3: Psychological factors are important for success in a hand-to-hand combat situation, especially the ability to control stress, remain confident, and be mentally tough. Mental skills training can be incorporated into combatives training to maximize the success of a Soldier who faces hand-to-hand combat on the battlefield.

CLOSING THOUGHTS

With only 27 instructors surveyed in this effort, these findings are limited and may not generalize to other combatives instructors. Despite limitations, three-quarters of the instructors had experience in combat operations and one-third had experience in hand-to-hand combat, which is encouraging. This study might serve as a model for future, larger efforts to examine the views of
combatives instructors to obtain their combat feedback. Other studies might include surveying Soldiers about their experience using combatives skills during combat operations. There is some precedence for this type of study through the 900 interviews of Soldiers about their experiences of hand-to-hand combat collected by the U.S. Army Combatives School. Further information and support for mental skills and training schedules is available from the Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness program (CSF2) at www.csf2.army.mil or CSF2 sites located on U.S. Army installations.
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